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Abstract

In this paper we propose a certainty equivalence principle for the stabilization of nonlinear systems via measurement feedback, which clarifies
the connection between the solution of a couple of Hamilton Jacobi inequalities (HJIs) and the design constraints imposed on the control and
the estimation error fed back in the control loop by the observer itself. Once a solution of these HJIs has been found a measurement feedback
controller can be directly implemented. This controller has different features with respect to classical controllers: in classical control schemes
an observer consists of a “copy” of the system plus a term proportional to the error between the actual measurement and the “estimated”
measurement. Here, we allow a term which is anonlinear function of this error. This result is particularly powerful in conjunction with
step-by-step strategies as illustrated by an application to feedforward systems.
© 2005 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Any n-dimensional system can be viewed as the intercon-
nection ofn one-dimensional systems, each one with astate z,
acontrolv, aendogenous measurement�, uncertainty�, some
exogenous inputs�, someexogenous measurements� and a set
of constraintsM among state, inputs andmeasurements. Anex-
ogenous inputcan be considered as an “exogenous disturbance”
affecting the system itself and as such it cannot be manipulated
to control the system. We will distinguish the inputs of a system
into control (or endogenous) inputsv andexogenous inputs�.
We denote the inputs altogether, endogenous and exogenous,
by �.
An exogenous input of a system may be as well available

as a feedback signal although not being a measurement of the
system itself, since it is available as a measurement from other
interconnected systems. Thus, we will distinguish the measure-
ments of a system intoendogenous measurements� (available
from the system itself) andexogenous measurements� (avail-
able from other systems). We denote the measurements alto-
gether, endogenous and exogenous, by�.
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It may happen that state, inputs and measurements are re-
lated to each other by a set ofconstraintsM such as in-
put/measurement nonlinearities (saturations, dead zones,…) or
differential constraints (differential equations satisfied by ex-
ogenous inputs or measurements,…). We will refer to the set
of constraints by saying that(x, �, �) ∈ M.
Finally, model uncertainties can be accommodated into a

vector�, which denotes the “uncertainty” of a system.
Once a system is considered as the interconnection of simpler

dynamics, the problem is to control each one of these simpler
dynamics through simpler controllers and to design from these
controller a more complex controller for the overall system.
In this paper we give a certainty equivalence principle for the
control via measurement feedback of a system of the form

ẋ = Ax + B2v + B1(�)�, � = C2x + C1(�)�, x(0) = x0

(1)

taking into accountfeedback constraints. The main prob-
lem is to give a characterization of the “correction term”
G(� − C2�) in an observer-based controllerv = F(�, �),
�̇ = H(�, �) + G(� − C2�, �) as a function of the solution of
a Hamilton Jacobi inequality (HJI) as it has been done in the
case of state feedback controllers (see[2] and Section 3 of this
paper). Feedback constraints are important to take into account
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the dynamics of actuators and sensors in the control loop or
to modulate the quantity of noise or uncertainty fed back in
the control loop by the controller itself through the measure-
ments and HJIs are a natural tool for coping with feedback
constraints (see motivating examples in Section 3). In[3] a cer-
tainty equivalence strategy is adopted for a class of systems
quite similar to (1). However, the measurement is equal to the
first state and no feedback constraints and no uncertainty or
noise are considered. Moreover, the Lyapunov functions are of
the formV (x) = zTPz + a(x1)z + b(x1), wherez is the vec-
tor of unmeasured states. Here, we consider more general Lya-
punov functions and give the relation between these Lyapunov
functions and the “correction term”G(� − C2�). Also in [2]
no feedback constraints and no uncertainty are considered. Us-
ing the general framework introduced above, we illustrate in
Section 4 how our certainty equivalence principle can be ap-
plied for designing controllers for dynamics like (1) and how
these controllers can be “coordinated” for controlling complex
interconnections of dynamics like (1).

2. Incremental rates

It is important for the controller design to evaluate the effect
of the uncertainty� on the system dynamics taking into ac-
count the systems constraintsM. This motivates the following
definition.

Definition 2.1 (Incremental rate). We will say that a system
� with statesx ∈ Rn, inputs � ∈ Rm × Rr and measure-
ments � ∈ Rp × Rs , uncertainty� ∈ Rq and constraints
M has smooth incremental (from zero) rate	z if there ex-
ist a nonempty subset{z} of {x, �} and a smooth nonnegative
function 	z : Rn × Rm × Rr × Rp × Rs → R� such that
(‖�‖ − ‖�|z=0‖)2�	z(x, �, �)‖z‖2 for all (x, �, �) ∈ M and
∀t�0.

For a system� with statesx, inputs � and measurements
�, uncertainty� and constraintsM we expect to have the
following relation among�, on one side, andx, �, � on the
other:

	2(�)‖�‖2�	x(x, �)‖x‖2 + 	v(�)‖v‖2

+
∑
j∈J

	�j (x, �, �)�2j , ∀(x, �, �) ∈ M, (2)

where�j is the jth element of�, j ∈ J := {1, . . . , r}, and
	x : Rn × Rp × Rs → R� , 	v : Rp × Rs → R+ and 	�j :
Rn×Rm×Rr ×Rp ×Rs → R� are smooth incremental rates
(“rescaled” by the square of a smooth function	 : Rp × Rs →
R+). The inequality (2) means that the uncertainty� is known
up to a nonlinear function of the states and the inputs, weighted
by the corresponding incremental rates evaluated under some
constraintsM. This approach is inspired to aH∞-control prob-
lem formulation, with� having the role of a “disturbance”, the
right-hand side of (2) having the role of a “penalty index” and
	 having the role of an “attenuation level”[4]. Note that the

incremental rate	v is assumed (with no loss of generality) to
be a positive real function.

Definition 2.2 (Incremental rates and scaling of�). We will
say that a system� with statesx ∈ Rn, inputs� ∈ Rm×Rr and
measurements� ∈ Rp×Rs , uncertainty� ∈ Rq and constraints
M has smooth incremental rates	x , 	v and 	�j , j ∈ J , with
scaling	 if (2) holds for some smooth nonnegative functions
	x : Rn × Rp × Rs → R� , 	�j : Rn × Rm × Rr × Rp × Rs →
R� and positive	v, 	 : Rp × Rs → R+.

Throughout the paper, if� = col(
s ,
m) we will also use

the notations	xh, 	
v
h and	

�j
h , h=s,m, to denote the incremental

rates of
h, h = s,m. Also when an incremental rate is not
explicitly cited in the context, we consider it equal to zero.
Before going further, we give some notations extensively

used throughout the paper:‖v‖ = √
vTv denotes the euclidean

norm of any given vectorv and ‖v‖A := √
vTAv for any

positive semidefinite matrixA; by col(v1, . . . , vs)we denote the
column vector with componentsv1, . . . , vs . LetRs be the vector
space ofs-dimensional real column vectors;R+ (resp.R� )
denotes the set of positive (resp. nonnegative) real numbers;
Rn×n denotes the set ofn × n matrices. For any continuous
function f : Rq × Rl → Rr , (s, r) �→ f (s, r), we denote by
f (z, r) or f |s=z the functionf (s, r) with s = z. A continuous
function� : R� → R� is said to be of classK (or � ∈ K) if
�(0)= 0 and it is increasing; a function� : R� → R� is said
to be of classK∞ (or � ∈ K∞) if � ∈ K and lims→+∞ �(s)=
+∞. For any given functionshj : Rq → R, j = 1,2, we say
thath1(s) is of the same order ash2(s) if there exists�1, �2>0
such that�1h2(s)�h1(s)��2h2(s) for all sand we writeh1 ∼
h2. For any smooth functionsV : R → R� , s �→ V (s), and
 : Rn → Rn, r �→ (r), we denote by∇rV ((r)) the partial
derivatives ofV ((r)) with respect tor and by∇sV |(r) the
derivative ofV (s) with respect tos evaluated fors = (r). A
functionV : Rn ×N → R� ,N ⊂ Rs , is proper and positive
definite for each� ∈ N if for each� ∈ N there exist��

1, �
�
2 ∈

K∞ such that��
1(‖x‖)�V (x, �)���

2(‖x‖) for all x.

3. A certainty equivalence design with feedback
constraints

Consider any system�(x, �, �,�,M,U,F) of the form (1)
with smoothB1(�) andC1(�) such thatCT

1 (�)B1(�) = 0 and
R2(�) := C1(�) CT

1 (�)>0 for all �, statesx ∈ Rn, inputs �
(controlsv ∈ Rm and exogenous inputs� ∈ Rr ), measure-
ments � (one endogenous measurement� ∈ R and exoge-
nous measurements� ∈ Rs), uncertainty� ∈ Rq , constraints
M and smooth incremental rates	x , 	v and 	�j , j ∈ J :=
1, . . . , r, with scaling	, a family U of continuous functions
v : R� → Rm and a familyF of continuous pairs(�(t), �(t))
with � : [0, T�) → N ⊂ Rs and� : [0, T�) → X ⊂ Rr (the
intervals [0, T�) and [0, T�) represent the right maximal do-
main of definition of�(t) and�(t), respectively). The assump-
tion CT

1 (�)B1(�) = 0 simplifies the involved calculations and
can be always met by suitably redefining the system matrices
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and the uncertainty vector (let̃C1 = (0 C1), B̃1 = (B10) and
�̃=col(�,�) and thuṡx=Ax+B2v+B̃1�̃ and�=C2x+C̃1�̃
with C̃T

1 B̃1=0). The assumptionC1(�) CT
1 (�)>0 “regularizes”

the class of systems as in theH∞-control problem[2] and can
be always met by suitably redefining the system matrices and
the uncertainty vector (if for exampleC1=0 then let̃B1=(B10),
C̃1=(01) and�̃=col(�,0) and thusẋ=Ax+B2v+B̃1�̃ and
� = C2x + C̃1�̃ with C̃T

1 C̃1 = 1). We assume that� satisfies
standard assumptions for the local existence and uniqueness
of the trajectories of (1). Bytrajectoryof (1) we mean the 4-
tuple (x(t), v(t), �(t), �(t)), with (x(t), �(t), �(t)) ∈ M for all
t ∈ [0, tmax), wherev ∈ U, (�, �) ∈ F andx(t) is the solution
of (1) over its right maximal domain of definition[0, tmax). A
starting point of this paper is to adopt for the controller design
of (1) the following certainty equivalence principle: first, find a
state feedback controller by assuming full state information, i.e.
�=x, then design an observer to estimate on line the statex(t)

and replacex(t) with the estimate�(t) in the state feedback
controller. With full state information and reformulating the
stabilization problem as aH∞-control problem[4], it can be
proved that if a smooth solutionVs : Rn×N → R� , (x, �) �→
Vs(x, �), proper and positive definite for each� ∈ N, can be
found to the following HJI:

2∇�Vs(x, �)�̇ + ∇xVs(x, �)Ax

+ xTAT∇T
x Vs(x, �) + 	x(x, �)‖x‖2

+ ∇xVs(x, �)[B1(�)B
T
1 (�)/	

2(�) − B2B
T
2 /	

v(�)]

× ∇T
x Vs(x, �)� − 2

n∑
j=1

�sj (x, �)x
2
j (3)

for all (x, �, �) ∈ M and for some continuous functions�sj :
Rn × R × N → R� , j = 1, ..., n, with positive (definite)
�js(x, �) for each� ∈ R × N, then

2V̇s � − 2
n∑

j=1

�sj (x, �)x
2
j − 	2(�)‖�‖2

+ 	v(�)‖v − F(x, �)‖2 +
∑
j∈J

	�j (x, �, �)�2j (4)

holds true along the trajectories of (1) with

F(x, �) := − (BT
2 /	

v(�))∇T
x Vs(x, �), � = � − �∗,

�∗ := (BT
1 (�)/	

2(�))∇TVs(x, �). (5)

Here�∗ represents theworst-case uncertaintyandv=F(x, �)
corresponds to the choice of the controlv for which the right-
hand side of (4) is minimum.
HJIs are a natural tool for taking into account feedback con-

straints. Consideṙx=u with the constraint|v|�1 and write (3)
for this system with Lyapunov functionVs(x) and	 = 	v = 1,
i.e. −(∇xVs(x))

2<0 for x �= 0. From (5) and the constraint
|v|�1 it follows that |∇xVs(x)|�1 for all x ∈ R. Thus, we
selectVs(x) = √

1+ x2 − 1.

We remark also that the solvability of (3) takes into account
any case in which the uncertainty� may cause a lack of “
controllability”: for example inẋ = u + � with � = −u we
have	 = 	v =B1=B2= 1, 	x = 0 andA= 0 and (3) is simply
(∇Vs(x))

2[1/	2 − 1/	v] = 0, which is not negative definite
whatever isVs(x).
We want also to remark the fact thatVs(x, �) may depend

on the exogenous measurements. This is quite natural in a con-
text in which a system may depend on exogenous inputs or
measurements. We discard any dependence of the Lyapunov
function from the exogenous inputs since, as clear from (5),
the controller would depend on the exogenous inputs and this
would render any certainty equivalence strategy not feasible.
As to the observer design for (1), an observer can be thought

of a “copy” of the system (of which the state is to be estimated)
plus a functionG(� − C2�, �) of themeasurement estimation
error � −C2�. The main problem is to give a characterization
of the functionG(� − C2�, �) in terms of the solution of a
HJI as we did for the state feedback controllerv=F(x, �): we
find in the literature only either a characterization in terms of
HJIs which do not lead to any implementable observer design
[2] or particular observer design procedures which are not re-
lated to the solution of a general HJI[3]. This characterization
is a key point for taking into account inverse optimality and
feedback constraints in the control design. Inverse optimality
is important to relate the observer gains to the minimization of
suitable cost functionals. Feedback constraints are important to
take into account the dynamics of actuators and sensors in the
control loop or to modulate the quantity of noise or uncertainty
fed back in the control loop by the controller itself through the
measurements. The importance of modulating the quantity of
noise or uncertainty fed back in the control loop by the con-
troller is illustrated by the following example.

Example 3.1. Consider

ẋ1 = x2, �1 = x1 + x42 sin(x1) + x22w,

ẋ2 = u + u2, �2 = x2 + w (6)

and study the possibility of controlling it. For the presence of
the nonlinear termu + u2, we reasonably expect the controlu
be bounded. Write (6) in backstepping coordinatesz1= x1 and
z2 = x2 − x̃2

ż1 = x̃2 + z2, �1 = z1 + (̃x2 + z2)
4 sin(x1) + (̃x2 + z2)

2w,

ż2 = u + u2 − ˙̃x2, �2 = x̃2 + z2 + w, (7)

wherex̃2 acts as control foṙz1 andu as control forż2 andw
is an exogenous disturbance. Letx̃2 = −k1(�1), �̇1 = k2(�1)+
k3(�1−�1) be an observer-based controller for the first system
in (7) with smooth functionsk1, k2, k3 : R → R. Thus,

ż2 = u + u2 + ∇�1k1(�1)[k2(�1) + k3(z1 + (̃x2 + z2)
4 sin(z1)

+ (̃x2 + z2)
2w − �1)].

Clearly, a bounded controlu cannot compensate for the term
k3(z1 + (̃x2 + z2)

4 sin(z1)+ (̃x2 + z2)
2w − �1) if the function

k3(s) is not subject to any restriction.
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A smoothmeasurement feedback controllerC is defined as

�̇ = H(�, �) + G(� − C2�, �), v = �(�, �), �(0) = �0
(8)

with � ∈ Rn, �j denoting as usual thejth element of�, smooth
H : Rn × R × N → Rn, G : R × R × N → Rn and� :
Rn × R × N → Rm, vanishing for� = 0 and� = 0, and
constraints

‖�(�, �)‖��f ∈ (0,∞],
‖G(� − C2�, �)‖��m ∈ (0,∞], ∀�, �. (9)

The numbers�f and�m characterize the maximum level al-
lowed for the control inputv and, respectively, for the estima-
tion error� − C2� fed back in the control loop by (8).We say
that the controller(8) has control input level�f and measure-
ment estimation error level�m (or simply levels(�f ,�m)) if
there exist�f ,�m ∈ (0,∞] such that(9) holds true.
The connection betweenG(s, �) in (8) and the solution of a

HJI is assessed by the following theorem. LetVm : Rn×N →
R� , (e, �) �→ Vm(e, �) = Ṽm(‖e‖Pm(�)), smooth, proper and
positive definite for each� ∈ N with Pm(�) symmetric and
positive definite for each� ∈ N, be a solution (if any) of the
following HJI:

2∇�Vm(e, �)�̇ + ∇eVm(e, �)Am(�, e) + AT
m(�, e)∇T

e Vm(e, �)

+ ∇eVm(e, �)B1(�)B
T
1 (�)∇T

e Vm(e, �)/	
2(�)

+ 	v(�)‖F(e, �)‖2� − 2
n∑

j=1

�mj (e, �)e
2
j (10)

for all e ∈ Rn and (x, �, �) ∈ M and for some continuous
functions�mj : Rn×R×N → R� , j=1, . . . , n, with positive
(definite)�jm(e, �) for each� ∈ R × N and

Am(e, �) := Ae + (B1(�)B
T
1 (�)/	

2(�))

× ∇T
eVs(e, �) − (14)G(2C2e, �),

G(s, �) := 	2(�)P−1
m (�)∇s Ṽm(s)/R2(�). (11)

The HJI (10) resembles classical HJI related to aH∞-based
observer design such as those used in[2] or [3]. Still, it has
two distinctive features with respect to previous versions: more
general Lyapunov functionsVm(e, �) (parametrized Lyapunov
functions) and innovation termG(2C2e, �) being a nonlinear
function ofVm(e, �).

Theorem 3.1. Let �(x, �, �,�,M,U,F) be given as in(1)
andR2(�) := C1(�)CT

1 (�)>0 for all �. If

• (full state information)there exist continuous�sj : Rn×R×
N → R� , j = 1, . . . , n, with positive definite�js(x, �) for

each� ∈ R×N, and smoothVs : Rn×N → R� , (x, �) �→
Vs(x, �), proper and positive definite for each� ∈ N, such
that (3) holds for all (x, �, �) ∈ M;

• (observer design)there exist a continuous�mj : Rn × R ×
N → R� , j =1, . . . , n, with positive definite�jm(e, �) for

each� ∈ R × N, smoothPm : N → Rn×n, with Pm(�)
symmetric and positive definite for each� ∈ N, and smooth
Vm : Rn × N → R� , (e, �) �→ Vm(e, �) = Ṽm (‖e‖Pm(�)),
with Ṽm(s) proper and positive definite and∇s Ṽm(s)/s ∈
(0,1] even and nonincreasing for alls�0, such that(10)
holds for all (x, �, �) ∈ M and, in addition, for all e ∈ Rn,
� ∈ R × N and� ∈ Rq

R2(�)> ‖CT
1 (�)C1(�)‖|C2e||∇s Ṽm|‖e‖Pm(�)

× ∇3
sss Ṽm|C2e+C1(�)�|/‖e‖Pm(�), (12)

1� |∇s Ṽm|‖e‖Pm(�)∇2
ss Ṽm|C2e+C1(�)�|/‖e‖Pm(�).

(13)

• (feedback constraints)there exists�f ,�m ∈ (0,∞] such
that ‖F(x, �)‖��f and‖G(s, �)‖��m for all x ∈ Rn, s ∈
R and � ∈ R × N, with F(x, �) as in (5) andG(s, �) as in
(11);

• (nonlinear coupling)for all (x, �, �) ∈ M, e ∈ Rn and � ∈
R × N

2∇eVm(e, �)B1(�)B
T
1 (�)/	

2(�)[∇xVs(x, �)

− ∇x−eVs(x − e, �) − ∇eVs(e, �)]T

+ 	v(�)(‖F(x − e, �) − F(x, �)‖2 − ‖F(e, �)‖2)

�
n∑

j=1

[�sj (x, �)x
2
j + �mj (e, �)e

2
j ]. (14)

Under the above assumptions, there exists a smooth mea-
surement feedback controller(8) with levels(�f ,�m) such
that along the trajectories of(1)–(8)

Ẇ � −
n∑

j=1

[�sj (x, �)x
2
j + �mj (x − �, �)(xj − �j )

2]

+
∑
j∈J

	�j (x, �, �)�2j , (15)

where W : Rn × Rn × N → R� , W(x, �, �) =
2[Vs(‖x‖Pf (�)) + Vm(‖x − �‖Pm(�))], is smooth and proper
and positive definite for each� ∈ N.

Proof. Throughout the proof, in∇rVm(r, �) and∇rVs(r, �) we
drop the argument and assume(x, �, �) ∈ M, e ∈ Rn, � ∈
R × N and� ∈ Rq . Define our controller (8) with

�(�, �) = F(�, �) := − BT
2

	v(�)
∇T

�Vs ,

H(�, �) = A� + B1(�)BT
1 (�)

	2(�)
∇T

�Vs + B2v (16)

andG(s, �) as in (11). This controller has levels(�f ,�m) by
our assumptions. We will use conditions (12)–(13) to prove for
eacheand� the existence of a global maximum�=�∗ for the
function

D(e, �,�) = 2∇eVm[B1(�)� − G(z(e, �,�), �)] − 	2(�)‖�‖2
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with z(e, �,�) = C2e + C1(�)�. This will allow to obtain an
upper bound forD(e, �,�) independent of�. By (12)

∇2
��D(e, �,�)<0 (17)

for all �, �, e and, since∇s Ṽm(s)/s ∈ (0,1] for all s�0 and
	(�)>0 for all �, then

lim
‖�‖→∞

D(e, �,�) = −∞ (18)

for eacheand�. From (17) and (18) it follows for eacheand�
the existence of a unique�∗(e, �) ∈ Rq such that∇�D|�∗(e,�)=
0 and

D(e, �,�)�D(e, �,�∗(e, �)), ∀� (19)

i.e. a global maximum forD(e, �,�). From∇�D|�∗(e,�) = 0
we get

�∗(e, �) = (1/	2(�))[BT
1 (�) − (	2(�)/R2(�))

× CT
1 (�)C2P

−1
m (�)∇2

ss Ṽm|z(e,�,�)]∇T
e Vm

for all � ande. SinceC1(�)BT
1 (�)= 0 for all � and as a conse-

quence of (13) we get

|z(e, �,�∗(e, �))|�2|C2e| (20)

for all �, e. Since 1�4a[1−a] for all a ∈ R,C1(�)BT
1 (�)=0 for

all � and∇s Ṽm(s)/s ∈ (0,1] is even and nonincreasing for all
s�0, from (20) and (19) we obtain after some manipulations
the following upper bound forD(e, �,�) independent of�:

D(e, �,�)� − 1

2
∇eVmG(2C2e, �)

+ ∇eVmB1(�)
BT
1 (�)

	2(�)
∇T
e Vm (21)

for all �, �, e. Let e= x − �, ej be thejth element ofe and set
� as in (5). From (10) and (21) one has along the trajectories
of (1)–(8)

2V̇m + 	v(�)‖F(e, �)‖2 − 	2(�)‖�‖2

� − 2
n∑

j=1

�mj (e, �)e
2
j

+ (2/	2(�))∇eVmB1(�)B
T
1 (�)

× [∇xVs − ∇x−eVs − ∇eVs]T. (22)

On the other hand, from (3) one obtains (4) along the trajectories
of (1). Summing up this inequality, withv = F(�, �), and (22)
from (14) we get (15). �

We remark that the solvability of (10) takes into account
any case in which the uncertainty� may cause a lack of
“observability”: for example iṅx=u, �=x+�, with �=−x

we have	 = 	v = B2 = C2 = C1 = 1, B1 = 0, 	x = 1 and

A = 0 and (10) is simply−(12)∇Vm(e)∇s Ṽm|s=2e/[R2Pm] +
(∇Vs(e))

2, which is not negative definite whatever areVs(e),
Vm(e) = Ṽm(Pm|e|) andR2�1 such that̃Vm(s)/s ∈ (0,1] for
all s�0 and(∇Vs(e))

2<e2 (by (3)).
The condition∇s Ṽm(s)/s ∈ (0,1] and nonincreasing for all

s�0 gives a restriction on the first derivative∇s Ṽm (in partic-
ular, Ṽm(s) should be globally Lipschitz with Lipschitz con-
stant less or equal to one) while (12)–(13) give restrictions on

the second and third derivatives∇2
ss Ṽm and∇3

sss Ṽm: these con-
ditions are crucial for achieving the worst-case upper bound
(19). Note also that if̃Vm(s) = (12)s

2, and thusVm(e, �) =
(12)‖e‖2Pm(�), then all these conditions are trivially satisfied.

More generally, if|∇3
sss Ṽm(s)|, |∇2

ss Ṽm(s)|, |∇s Ṽm(s)|�a for
all s�0 and for somea >0 then it is reasonable to expect that

(12)–(13) are satisfied by a constant rescaling ofṼm(s). Note
also that ifVs(x, �)=(12)‖x‖2Ps(�) then (14) is trivially satisfied.
Thus, the nonlinear coupling condition is always satisfied when
∇xVs(x, �) is linear with respect tox.
We remark also the main differences with previous works

such as[2,3]. In [3] a certainty equivalence strategy is adopted
for a class of systems quite similar to (1). However, the mea-
surement is equal to the first state and no feedback constraints
and no uncertainty or noise are considered. Moreover, the Lya-
punov functions are of the formV (x)=zTPz+a(x1)z+b(x1),
wherez is the vector of unmeasured states. However, this is a
severe restriction whenn�3 and it is much more natural to
look for Lyapunov functions of the formV (x) = zTP(x1)z +
a(x1)z + b(x1). However, the termP(x1) gives place in the
time derivative ofV to cubic terms inzwhich are hard to com-
pensate for through a measurement feedback control. Thus, it
is more appropriate to think of using a “filtered” implemen-
tation ofP(x1), i.e. the output of a filter, and, since the con-
trol design is based on such a Lyapunov functions, of using
controllers with “filtered” gains. For this reason we consider
in Theorem 3.1 Lyapunov functions of the formV (x, �) or
V (e, �) where� is an exogenous measurement which may rep-
resent a “filtered” implementation ofP(x1) (see[5] for appli-
cations). In[2] no feedback constraints and no uncertainty are
considered. In both[2,3] the restrictions∇s Ṽm(s)/s ∈ (0,1]
even and nonincreasing for alls�0 and (12)–(13) on∇2

ss Ṽm
and∇3

sss Ṽmare satisfied sinceG(s) = 	2(�)P−1
m CT

2 s/[2R2(�)]
in (10) and thus∇s Ṽm(s)= s, which in our setting corresponds
to select aquadraticṼm(s).
The Lyapunov functions used in Theorem 3.1 have param-

eters which may satisfy differential equations, which is quite
natural for a system with exogenous inputs and measurements
and some of these exogenous signals may be the states of some
other interconnected system (“filtered” Lyapunov functions). If
W is independent of� and� and�sj and�mj are independent
of � and 	�j are independent ofx, v and �, our filtered Lya-
punov functions are ISS[9] or iISS [1] Lyapunov functions.
Here we need a more general definition of Lyapunov function
since the stability margins�sj and�mj as well as the incre-
mental rates	�j may depend on the measurements which may
on turn be functions of the states and the controls. Moreover,
our Lyapunov functions may be parametrized by the exogenous
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inputs and measurements. A rigorous definition of “filtered”
Lyapunov functions is given in[6].

4. Example

In this section, using the general framework introduced in
the previous sections and Theorem 3.1, we derive a measure-
ment feedback controller for (6). The results of[10,7,8]cannot
be applied to our case since the measurements�j , j=1,2, may
differ significantly from the statesxj , j = 1,2, due to (possi-
bly) unbounded noisew and large uncertainty and the feedfor-
ward coordinates, through which the control law is designed
(see[8, Section 6.2]), are functions of the noise and uncertainty
and cannot be implemented as a function of the measurements.
Moreover, even a control design based on using the state feed-
back control laws proposed in[10,7,8] in conjunction with an
observer is not feasible since the design of an observer for (6) is
highly nontrivial. We rather implement a backstepping design
in which x̃j+1, with x̃3 := u andx̃1 := 0, is used as control for
each dynamicṡzj , j = 1,2, wherezj := xj − x̃j is the back-
stepping coordinate, and for each systemżj we apply Theorem
3.1. Moreover, it is clear that, sincėx3 = u + u2,the stabiliza-
tion is feasible only if|u|��, with sufficiently small�>0. By
the integrator chain, this constraint propagates up through the
control x̃n, ..., x̃2 so that finally we impose that|̃xj |�� for all
j = 2,3, and for sufficiently small�>0.
First, we split the system to obtain three one-dimensional

systems in a standard form. To do this we change coordinate
xj into backstepping coordinatezj := xj − x̃j , j = 1,2, x̃1 :=
0, to usex̃2 as control forż1 instead of usingx2 (which is
a state of (6)) forẋ1, and also we change measurement�j
into �̃j := �j − x̃j , j = 1,2, to havezj as “nominal part” of
the measurement̃�j . It is easy to see after some calculations
that (6), inbackstepping coordinateszj , j = 1,2, and with a
change of measurements�̃j , j =1,2, can be split into two one-
dimensional systems of the form (1). More precisely, we get

�ff

1 : ż1 = x̃2 + B11�1, �̃1 = z1 + C11�1 (23)

with B11 = (1 0), C11 = (0 1), statez1, control x̃2, exoge-
nous inputsz2, x̃3, exogenous measurementsx̃3, uncertainties

�1 = (
̃1s 
̃1m)
T where


̃1s = z2,


̃1m = (z2 + x̃2)
4 sin z1 + (z2 + x̃2)

2w (24)

constraints and incremental rates

M1 = {|̃xi+1|��i ∈ (0,1], i = 1,2},
	z21s ∼ 1, 	z21m ∼ 1+ z82,

	x̃21m ∼ �4
1, 	w1m ∼ z42 + 1 (25)

and

�ff

2 : ż2 = x̃3 + B21�2, �̃2 = z2 + C21�2 (26)

with B21= (1 0), C21= (0 1), statez2, control x̃3, exogenous
inputsz1, x̃2, exogenous measurementsx̃2, uncertainties�2 =
(
̃2s 
̃2m)

T where


̃2s = u + u2, 
̃2m = w (27)

constraints and incremental rates

	z32s , 	
˙̃x2
2s , 	w2m ∼ 1, 	

˙̃x3
2s ∼ �2

1. (28)

For�ff

1 we select�1 ∈ (0,1) andh1m(�1), h1s(�1)>0 such

thath1s(�1)� 1
80 and	x̃21s +h1m(�1)	

x̃2
1m�h1s(�1) (in our case

	x̃21s =0). With�f =�m=�1 andVs(s)=Vm(s)=(12)[1+s2]1/2
it can be seen that the assumptions of Theorem 3.1 are satis-
fied for anyR11�R′

11 := max{(1/�1),1/
√
h1m}. The need of

square root Lyapunov functions ismotivated by having bounded
controllers, characterized by the derivative of these Lya-
punov functions, and by satisfying the constraints on the
first three derivatives of Lyapunov functions themselves (see
Theorem 3.1). Moreover, the relation	x̃21s + h1m(�1)	

x̃2
1m�

h1s(�1) is motivated by having an incremental rate of the
control inputx̃2 which can be rendered as small as desired by
suitably selecting the “control amplitude”�1. Thus, by appli-
cation of Theorem 3.1 a controllerCff

1 for �ff

1 is given by

C
ff

1 : x̃2 = − 1

2R11

�1√
1+ �21

,

�̇1 = 1

2R11


 (h1s − 1)�1√

1+ �21

+ �̃1 − �1

h1s

√
1+ (̃�1 − �1)2


 . (29)

In a similar way we calculate the parametersh2s , h2m and the
controllerCff

2 for �ff

2

C
ff

2 : x̃3 = − 1

2R21

�2√
1+ �22

,

�̇2 = 1

2R21


 (h2s − 1)�2√

1+ �22

+ �̃2 − �2

h2s

√
1+ (̃�2 − �2)2


 . (30)

We takeCff
j , j =1,2, as measurement feedback controller for

(6). After some calculations with Lyapunov functions

Wj(zj , �j ) = [1+ z2j ]1/2 + [1+ (zj − �j )
2]1/2 − 2, j = 1,2,

we obtain along the trajectories of�ff

1 –Cff

1 and, respectively,

�ff

2 –Cff

2

Ẇ1� − �1sz
2
1 − �1me

2
1 + 	z21 z

2
2 + 	w1w

2

with

�1s ∼ 1/[R11(1+ z21)], �1m ∼ 1/[R11(1+ e21)],
	z21 ∼ R11[1+ z82], 	w1 ∼ R11[1+ z42] (31)
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and

Ẇ2� − �2sz
2
2 − �2me

2
2 + 	z12 z

2
1 + 	e12 e

2
1 + 	w2w

2

with

�2s ∼ 1/[R21(1+ z22)], �2m ∼ 1/[R21(1+ e22)],
	z12 ∼ R21/[R4

11(1+ z21)],
	e12 ∼ R21/[R4

11(1+ e21)], 	w2 ∼ R21.

It is shown in[6] how to select for a general class of feedforward
systems the parametersRj1, j = 1,2, in such a way that the
closed loop system is iISS with respect to square integrable
disturbancesw [1]. SeeFig. 1. More specifically, the parameters
Rj1, j = 1,2, are chosen so that the stability margins�js and

�jm compensate for the incremental rate	
zj
i for j �= i and

j, i = 1,2. The iISS property is proved by proving that the
closed-loop system is GAS and UBEBS (see[1]). In the case
of (6), we selectR11= 50,R21= 10 andh1s = h2s = 0.01. As
shown by the simulations below withw(t) = e−t , x1(0) = 4,
x2(0)=5,�1(0)=0,�2(0)=0 (from the left the graphics ofx1(t)
andx2(t) are shown), the convergence of the state trajectories
to zero, although slow due to the small values of the controller
gains, is guaranteed despite the square integrable disturbance
w(t) and the measurement uncertainties.
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